BY STEVE ANDREAS

From Certainty to Uncertainty
(-Ising I'{LP to Help a Panicked Cl,ient

"People

don't

come

experience.

come to therapy

for explanations; thq
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through difficult times.
If you've ever tried to change someone's mind
when they're certain about something, you've

Wn'vB ALL sEEN cLTENTS who suffer from debili-

probably discovered how futile that can be, even
when they're consciously agreeing with you.

for

"

tating and obstmctive feelings of uncertainty:
"I don't know what to do with my life," "I don't
know whether to stay or go," "I can't motivate

myself." But sometimes the problem is
that people are so certain of a particularly
par aly

zirrg p ercep tion

of themselves or the
world-"I can't make
it on my own," "No one

will ever love me,"
"My life is over"-that
they can't take productive action to improve
the quality of their life.
In such cases, reducing certainty can be
else

an

essential

first

step

in working effectively
with

a presenting prot>
lem, or even defusing it

completely.

I

view certainty, like

all our feelings, as an

internal experience
composed of images,

sounds, feelings, and
thoughs. The principal element in creating
certainty is the vividness

and clarity o[ that internal experience. An experience that's remembered
as a large, close, colorful, panoramic image with
intense sound will feel much more certain than
one that's remembered as a small, distant, colorless, flat picture with no sound. The link between
the intensity of the emotional and visual imagery
and the resulting certainty is true of both lasting
traumatic memories and positive imprints-those
special life-changing memories that sustain us

Someone who's phobic of water may agree with
you that the water in a bathtub isn't dangerous,
but her vivid memory of a near-drowning experience reinforces her fear, and all your logic won't
change that. A phobic client must be able to
change her image of nearly drownins into something less intense and scary to lose her certainty

that water is dangerous.

One way to accomplish this is, literally, to
move the image to a location far behind her,
as reflected in the common advice, 'Just put

it behind you," which most

people think of

as a metaphoric suggestion. Another way is to

change the client's point of view from being
inside the traumatic memory-as if itwere really

happening again-to seeing it

as a

more distant
as if it's

image on a movie screen, so that it looks
happening to someone else.

Another key component of certainty is the
number of examples that support it. Since I've
driven many different cars and trucks over a
long period of time, on a variety of roads and
in almost all weather, I have hundreds of thousands of memories that demonstrate to me that
I can do this. \A/hen someone has numerous
experiences of failing at something or being disappointed, he's likely to have the same degree
of certainty about that. Decreasing the number
of problematic examples, and/or adding positive counterexamples can be another useful way
to weaken the certainty of a limiting belief or
generalization.

A third important factor in certainty is the
authority behind the information. When the
source is a parent, expert, or other authority figure, we're usually more certain about the
information. If the source appears to have little
knowledge or expertise, we're less certain about
the information presented.
In the session reported below, my primary task
was to reduce the certainty of a client's fear >
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response resulting from an experlence of receiving bad news. Rather
than work directlY with her memory
of the images and emotions related to
the experience, I tracked changes in
them as a way of evaluating the effectiveness of our work together.

Barl Nerars
Sarah, a 7?-year-old therapist in private practice, whom I've known for
many years, called and asked

if

she

could have a session with me to discuss a "health issue."
She was tense and hesitant as she
settled into her chair and began to
tell me about her situation. Two years
before, she'd felt some discomfort in
her abdomen, and

as

Part of the medi-

cal testing for this, she'd had a CAI
scan of her lower torso and the lower
section of her lungs.
In the follow-uP aPPointment, her

doctor, after telling her the scan
had revealed no Problems in her
abdomen, showed her the image
of her lungs and said in a distant,
nonchalant tone of voice-"as if
it wasn't a big deal"-that she did
have lung disease and had "two
months to six Years to live." Sarah
said she'd taken this as a "death sentence," even though she hadn't had

any breathing Problems other than
a slight cough. Since then, she'd
experienced intense fear about her

with both hands directly in front of
her face, about two feet away, outlining an area about a foot square. This
image of her diseased lungs was literally "in her face," where she couldn't
ignore it. Seeing the image of her diseased lungs right in front of her was
the main reason that the unpleasant
content of this Picture made her so
afraid. However, her memory of the
original CAI:scan image had sPontaneously changed in an interesting
way from what she'd seen in the doctor's office. She said that each lung
now looked like "the big hoops with
paper that clowns jumP through at
the circus, and afterward, You can
see the torn edges of the paper where
the clown broke through'" Since this
torn image showed onlY Parts of the
image of her lungs, it wasn't quite as
disturbing as the original CAI scan
had been, but it still bothered her.
Then Sarah reached into her Purse
and took out a small scraP of torn
paper, folded in half. She handed it
io m. ut if it were a Poisonous snake
that she wanted to let go of as fast as
possible, sayng in a tense voice, "This
is what the doctor said I have. I don't
want to say or see the words." As she
handed me the PaPer, her uPPer bodY
moved away from her outstretched
hand. \A4ren I opened the PaPer, I saw
that she'd written "interstitial lung disease." The word d'iseasewas crossed out,
and under it was written "condition."
Seeing that Sarah barelY wanted to

ask her to describe her feelings all
day long, but the feelings themselves
would remain unchanged, unless we
could change the certainty that elicited the feelings.
One of the first things I did was to
focus on weakening Sarah's certainty
about the negativity of this experience
by questioning the authority of the
doctor's grim statement, and thus her
acceptance of it. I laughed and said,
"Doctors and their predictions! Do you
know what I do when a doctor makes
a prediction like that?" I paused briefly
until she shook her head to tre sure
she was engaged. "I look around at
elaboall the diplomas on the wall
-I
rately pantomimed craning mY neck
to look around at all the walls of mY
office-and then I look at the doctor
and ask, 'Do you have a fortune-telling
license?"'As I acted this out, I looked

into Sarah's eyes to bring the "story"
into the immediate present and elicit

a

strong response.
She laughed, and then told me that
her sister had had juvenile diabetes

child, and the doctors had said
she wouldn't live Past 40, but she
lived to be 75. When her sister was in
her sixties, Sarah had asked her what
she'd thought when the doctors had
told her that she'd die Young. Her
sister had replied in an offhand way,
"Oh, I just thought they were talking
about all those otherpeople out there,
not about me." As Sarah said this last
as a

I noticed that she gestured
hand in a broad, sweePleft
health and a lot of anger at her touch the piece of paper, I respected with her
from her bodY, from
away
motion
ing
doctor for his offhand, insensitive her need to avoid the words on it
and back.
the
side
to
front
the
I'd
attitude; however, instead of trying for the time being. So as soon as
sister, which
her
about
story
This
it
it,
put
to learn more about her ailment or looked at the note, I refolded
how docof
examPle
great
a
was
iovered
and
chair,
its possible treatment, she'd tried to on the arm of mY
inappropredictions
make
often
tors
it
that
so
hand,
my
with
blot from her mind the entire exPe- it completely
an
alternative
Sarah
offered
priately,
bother
wouldn't
and
sight
of
out
rience of receiving the bad news- was
her. When I did this, she relaxed behavioral choice of simply dismisswithout much success.
pronouncement. The
Whenever someone is afraid- slightly and moved back toward me a ing the doctor's
it told me
recounted
she'd
that
fact
especially without an external stimu- little. Because of this response; I kept
and
perfectly,
me
understood
she
that
lus-the fear is coming from their my hand over the PaPer throughout
I
Since
track'
right
the
on
I
was
that
which
own internal images, along with the most of the rest of the session,
from
herself
distance
to
her
wanted
minutes'
forq'-five
feelings, sounds, and thoughts that lasted an hour and
bY
Sarah was aware of her feelings of the experience of fear induced
accompany them. To determine how
"Great,
her doctor's statement, I said,
Sarah created her fear, I asked her, fear, but like most of us, she was onlY
I want you to do the same thing that
these
she
created
of
how
aware
partly
"\Alhat do you see when you think
sister did. Think of what Your
about the doctor telling You about feelings. Although many therapists your
would probably have asked her to doctor said to you, and in the same
your lungs?"
of voice as your sisler. say.
As she described her memorY of say more about the feelings, I didn't casual tone
about all those other
'He
talking
was
I
could
the CAT:scan image, she gestured believe that would be useful.
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sentence,

people out there, not about me.' As
you say this, use that same broad,
sweeping gesture with your left hand."
\Arhen Sarah reenacted exactly what
her sister had done-both verbally

and nonverbally-she took on her
sister's attitude, mentally and physically, consciously and unconsciously.

Of course if I'd asked her to do this
and she'd had some objection or
discomfort with it, that wouldn't have
happened.
After Sarah had spoken her sister's

words and used her gestures,

she

smiled and pointed toward her upper
chest, saying, "-fhat helps me breathe
easier." This spontaneous change in
breathing was a good indication that
change was occurring unconsciously

as well as consciously, and it confirmed that what I was doing was useful to her. AsJohn Grinder, a founder
of Neuro-Linguistic Programming,
used to say, "Any verbalization that is
not accompanied by congruent nonverbal behavior should be treated as
unverified rumor."
At this point, some people might
think that I was imposing my strategies on Sarah without consulting her;
however, at every step of the way, I
was using her nonverbal feedback to
guide me. If she'd objected at arry
point, I'd have immediately adjusted
what I was doing in response.

The Lirnits of Predictions
I went on to say, "It's one thing for
a doctor to be honest with you and
give you whatever statistical information he has about a medical problem,
but it's quite another thing to make a
prediction about a particular person."
Then I told her about a small parotid

tumor that I've had under my right
ear for about five years. The surgeons
predicted that it would grow larger,
and they wanted to take it out-which
would require a'four=and-a-half hour
operation, because the main facial
nerve goes right through the middle
of it. I gathered information on the
Internet and decided to wait and
monitor it. In the last four years, the
tumor hasn't changed in size or been
a problem. This gave Sarah another
vivid personal example of a doctor's
incorrect prediction, further weaken-

ing her certainty about the validity of
the "death sentence."
To reduce her certainty about the
doctor's statement even more, I asked
Sarah to close her eyes and return
in her imagination to the doctor's
office and tell him how angry she was
with him, and anything else that she
wanted to tell him, both what she'd
felt at the time, and anything she'd
thought of later. This was to help
her move from feeling like a passive
victim of events to taking charge
of them-what's often called being
"empowered." \Alhen she was done,
she said, "Oh, that felt gooood,"
and again said that her breathing
felt easier-yet another unconscious
response that confirmed that I was
on the right track.
Then she said she was still angry that
the lung problem had been discovered by accident when the abdominal
scan had been done. "If they hadn't
done that, I never would have known
about it, and I wouldn't be afraid." In
response to this, I told her of a story
I'd read recently about a man who
was in a similar situation. The tumor
they discovered accidentally was still
very small, and he felt very grat{ul
and lucfu to find out about it early,
so that it could be removed before it
spread, resulting in a complete cure.
This story invited her ro feel lucky
and grateful (instead of angry) to
have found out about her lungs-in
contrast to not knowing there was a
problem and being unable to do anything about it.
Next I said, "For two years noq
you've been trying to avoid this experience, but it's continued to terrorize
you. I'd like you to be able to think
about it differently, without fearjust as information. Does that sound
useful to you?" Sarah considered
this thoughtfully, but her expression
wasn't enthusiastic.

"Let me tell you my reasons for
this," I continued. "First, fear can be
useful to get you out of a dangerous
situation, but chronic fear isn't good
for your body, and interferes with
health and healing.
"Second, when you don't know
about something, it's much scarier
than when you do know about it. For

instance, you don't know what's in
that closet (pointing to the closet in
my office). If you were to worry about
it, you could think of all sorts of hor-

rible things that might be in there.
But if you opened the closet, you'd
see some clothes on hangers, some
boxes on the floor, and other stuff
that would be much less scary than
your images.

"Third, even if you did find something dangerous in there, knowing
what it is would give you information
that you could use to protectyourself.

If you don't know about something,
there's no way to make informed
choices and decide what to do. The
more information you have, the more
choices you have about what to do to
make your life better."
I mentioned how some women who
discover that they have a dangerous
breast cancer gene have decided to
have their breasts removed, because
they'd rather be alive without breasts

than dead with them. This might
seem like a somewhat grim example,
but it was a good match for Sarah's

thinking about her lung condition as
a "death sentence," and it illustrated
how accurate information is a basis
for being able to make choices. Sarah
pondered this and didn't disagree, but
her expression didn't change much.

I'd like to point out that I

was

using both my words and my nonverbal behavior to create experiences to
elicit alternative, new, unconscious
responsesin Sarah. Even when I offered
her broad generalizations about fear,
knowledge, and choices, I was tracking how she responded and using

this feedback to adjust what I did
nexl. Those generali)adons were useful in creating a frame of understanding, but it was the experiences that I
helped her have-through stories and
the actions she took in response to my
suggestions-that elicited neq more
useful responses.

Play-ng rarith Worrls

Because Sarah had responded so
strongly to the slip of paper and how
I'd handled it, I thought it might be
useful to work directly with that at this
stage as another way of reducing her
fear. "Now I'd like you to play with >
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the words that you wrote on that piece
of paper. Just now, in your mind, you
were able to 'diss' that doctor with ease.
So you do indeed have 'diss' ease."

As Sarah smiled broadly at this
reframe, I went on to say, "I'd like
you to do something similar with
that longer word; find some other
meaning in it, perhaps by saying it
with a foreign accent, dividing the
word up, or some play on words."
Sarah laughed and said, "I don't
know where this came from, but I
came up with the word intercourse!'
This was yet another nice contribution from her unconscious-later she
said that, to her, intercourse meant
conception and life, the opposite of
the "death sentence." It really didn't
matter what alternate meaning she
came up with for the word interstitial.
Any response would give her something else to think of automatically
and unconsciously-an alternative
response to the same stimulus.
This new response provided an
experiential basis for choice, because
now she could think of the old meaning, the new meaning, or both. Since
the new meaning is much more enjoyable, Sarah was more likely to choose
it, and this would dilute or diffuse the
word's threatening meaning. The fact
that she came up with something that
made her laugh was a bonus, because,
as brain science has shown, a pleasant
feeling adds emotional charge and
ma.kes it easier to remember what
elicited the feeling.
Then I returned to the theme of
learning more about her lung condition so she could use whatever
information she found. I asked her
to close her eyes and imagine going
online to search for more information. I had two reasons for making
this suggestion: I knew that the more
information she had, the less fearful she'd feel, and I wanted her to
have the information so she could
take whatever actions might be indicated to preserve her health. This
is an example of the importance of
sequence when working with a problem. Sarah had been too afraid to
think about finding out more about
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her health problem for two years. whether her fear had decreased sufBy taking the time in our session ficiently, I held up the paper, still foldto reduce the fear by diminishing ed, and asked Sarah ifshe was ready to
the certainty sustaining it, it became take a look at the writing inside. She
something we didn't need to struggle seemed hesitant, though no longer
over. Once the fear was reduced, we
could begin to talk about searching

for more information.
Knowing that curiosity is the opposite of fear as well as the best impetus
for research and learning, I asked her

to think of situations in which she'd
felt curious, and gave her an example
of my own. Some time ago, I'd wondered how the interior rearview mirrors in cars work when you flip them
down to reduce headlight glare at
night. I told her that after p:uzzlirrg
about those mirrors for a few months,
I finally took one apart so I could
understand it. Sarah found it amusing that I'd done that, both because
it wasn't something she'd have done,
and because she was fascinated by
how other people figure things out.
Some might think that the important
aspect of my stories is that they're personal disclosures used to build relationship; however, I think of them differently: I choose stories that I hope will
elicit a spontaneous and memorable
unconscious understanding. Making
the stories personal adds to their reality, and I choose stories that I can act
out, so they become part of the present
moment, not a musty tale of what happened in a distant time and place.

For instance, when talking about
the car mirror, I imagined being in
the driver's seat, and I reached out
with my right hand to adjust the mirror, and I later gestured differently
when I talked about taking it apart.
\Arhen I use stories that aren't personal, I still bring them into the moment
by identifying with the protagonist
and putting myself into the situation
described, so that my natural nonverbal actions amplify the story's impact.
By this point in our conversation.
Sarah clearly had experienced a number of changes in her reaction to the

"death sentence"; however,

I didn't

terrified, and said she wasn't ready for
that yet-which told me we needed to
do more work.
I then reviewed some of the
themes that I'd already mentioned,
and amplified them with additional

examples of the value of getting
as much information as possible to
make informed choices, so she could
cope with the lung disease or whatever other difficulties life might present. I also reviewed the value of curiosity in searching for information
and alleviating fear.
After a while, Sarah said, in a voice
that was calm and bit surprised, "Oh,
that's interesting. That image of my
lungs is down here now," and she gestured about waist level and three feet

to her right. Both her tone of voice
and the change in location of the
image of her lungs were spontaneous

unconscious changes that indicated
that she now had a significantly different response to the threat posed by the
image: it was no longer "in her face."
A little later she said, 'You know,

those words are just letters of the
alphabet"-and I chimed in, "and
out of order, too, just squiggles on
paper." \Arhen she said in a relaxed
and grounded tone of voice, "I'm
ready to look at those words now,"
I handed her the note to read. She
read it, and then folded the paper
and tore it into small pieces. I said it
was fine to tear up the paper, as long
as she was committed to searching
for information about the words on
it and what they really meant. She
calmly said that she was willing to do
that, and her nonverbal expression
was congruent with her statement.
The note, the image of her lungs, and
all they referred to no longer terrified her. Her condition was now only
something that she needed to learn
more about, so we ended the session.

know whether she could feel comfort-

able about researching information
related to the lung disease. So, using
the piece of paper and the words it
contained

as test
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stimuli to determine

Follornr-Up

A month later,

Sarah e-mailed me,
"That was one heck of a sessionl I've
looked up the condition and it seems

I think of it only occaIn the articles I read on the

so small to me.

sionally.

web, it became boring."

Three months later, she e-mailed
me again, "I've since found out that a
medication I take for high blood pressure has a side effect of a slight dry
cough! I think of that experience only
on occasion now, and sort of shrug my
shoulders."

I

After our session I looked up interstitial lung disease and found that it's
a general term for anykind ofscarring
of lung tissue, with a wide variety of
causes and outcomes. Little is known
about it, and there's no known cure,
other than the palliative treatment of
ry.Tnptoms. Since Sarah is syrnptomfree, there's no useful action she can
take in regard to the disease, so her
thinking of it as small and boring and

"shrugging it off is completely appropriate. After she read the final version
of this article, she said, "It all looks
great to me," and added that now
the image of her lungs is "down by

knee"-further confi rmation
that the changes we made together
my right

continue to be useful.

By DeN Srronr

In 7692, the

missionary explorer

Girolamo Merolla da Sorrento entered

into his diary the following story. A
young boy, native to the Congo, went
to spend the night with an older boy.

The teen host played a trick on his
unsuspecting guest by preparing a
breakfast of wild hen, a food strictly
forbidden by tribal custom and tradition. A few years later, when the two
met again, the older man asked the
younger whether he'd eat a wild hen.
The younger replied that he'd been
solemnly charged by the witch doctor
not [o eat thar [ood. Thereupon the
host began to laugh and asked why he
refused it now after having eaten it at
his table before. On hearing the news,
the younger man began to tremble,

absolutely possessed by fear.

In

less

than 24 hours, he was dead.
ln 1942, Harr,ard physiologist Walter
Cannon, documented similar instances
of psychogenic or psychosomatic death,

which he termed "'Voodoo' Death."

left and right hemispherical functioning. In other words, humor is a

This phenomenon is believed to be the
result of strong emotional shock, most
often fear paired with a specific suggestion of impending death. Similarly,

useful method for accessing multiple
levels of conscious awareness.

in a 1992 journal article, titled, "Hex
Death: Voodoo Death or Persuasion,"
a researcher outlined the case of a man
diagnosed with cancer who, along with
his physicians and family, believed the
cancer would soon kill him. However,
after his death, the autopsy revealed
that cancer wasn't the cause of death.
The author suggests that the man's
belief in his imminent demise was the
actual cause of death. This type of premature death seems most likely to occur
if there's an authority figure involved,

with privileged knowledge of the body,
who activates a state of emotional shock
using the'Vision-to-fear pathway'' or the
"auditory-to-fear pathway. "

I say all of this to highlight the
importance of the work done by thera,
pists in cases such as the one described
by Steve Andreas. \A4rile I wouldn't go
so far as to say that the medical doctor was trying to kill his patient with
Voodoo Death, I think it's fair to say
that his lack of psychological sophistication created some serious problems
for the patient. \Arhen the doctor used
the CAI-scan to accompany his verbal suggestion of impending death,
he imprinted a terrifying image that
wouldn't easily leave her mind. In
other words, he simultaneously activated the vision-to-fear pathway and
the auditory-to-fear pathway, thereby
increasing the strength of his suggestion for her demise. Briefly speaking,
I think this woman was not only in a
state of extreme emotional distress,
but also in real physical danger.
My guess is that Andreas fully

understands the power of suggestion,

and that's why his first action was
to nullify the doctor's semihypnotic
suggestion. He accomplished this
by attacking the physician's authority and humorously accusing him
of fortune-telling wirhour a license.
Although the use of humor may not
seem like a hypnotic technique, it's
interesting to note that recent studies
using lunctional magnelic resonance
imaging (fN.{RI) indicate that humor
is one of the few forms of communication that simultaneouslv activates

Next, the doctor's grim prediction of death is replaced as Andreas
weaves together a series of images
from Sarah's own memory and stories
from his life experiences suggesting
the possibility of huppy producrive
living, even as imperfections continue to exist within the body. Andreas
describes his client's shift in posture
and breathing as evidence that changes were occur:ring at an unconscious
level. Using the language of neuropsychology, we could speculate that
these physiological changes signaled
a shift in the sympathetic nervous
system, from a state of chronic hlperarousal to a state ofrest and repair, or

parasympathetic activation. As already
mentioned, there's a growing body of
research that suggests the presence of
unconscious reasoning and its responsiveness to certain types of verbal communication, such as the use of story,

metaphor, and imagery-all of which
Andreas employed, in some instances
with the client having her eyes closed.

Whether we should call Andreas's
intervention Neuro-Linguistic Programming, hlpnosis, mindfulness, cog-

nitive therapy, or something else really
depends on the professional lexicon a
person is most comfortable with and

which aspects of the treatment one
wishes to emphasize. For now, I'd like
to point out an important fact revealed

within the first sentence of the case
description. Andreas wrote, "Sarah
. . whom I've known for many years."
Right away, we know that a meaningful
relationship exists between these individuals. My guess is that Sarah came
to Andreas as someone she trrrsts and

In this case, as in all others,
believe that a strong relationship
is the most important ingredient for
emotional healing. Decades of study
in psychotherapy outcomes supports
the idea that technique contributes
only a small portion to the change that
occurs within the sessions, while the
respects.

I

strength of the therapeutic relationship
accounts for the lion's share.
The background of this case is a medical authority's careless communica- >
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tion that heightens

a

client's fears to the

point of immobilizing her. She comes
to Andreas as an authority on healing,
and the way he manages the relationship with her is crucial to the outcome
of this case. Initially he gives her specil

well done.

I

teaching, and dauelo(ting personal change
methods for more than 53 years. His boohs
includeYirgnia Satir: The Patterns of Her
Magrc; TiansformingYour Self: Becoming

suggestive therapeutics. Because of

\Arho You Want to Be; and Six Blind
Elephants: Understanding Ourselves and
Each Other. His nan booh,-fransforming
Negative SelFTalk, will be publ;ished in spnng
20 I 2. Contact: andreas@Ewst.net.

Dan Short, Ph.D., maintains a priaate
practice in Scottsdak, Arizona, superuises
the trai.ning of doctoral students at Argosy
Uniaersitl, and is director of the Milton H.

:;! i,*lt*twue l,tat"tt* il*na4,r7, fu,

author has offred to respond to commants,

m

concet"rts

raised by read.ers,

. Fimwwtiwl
$0 Psychotogy
\ ffe ilAS.com
Understa4d y,ogf
clientrs relation'shiP
with money & the
role lnoney,rplays
in *pirtal health.
(ontinuing Education
for Mental Health Professionals

www.traumatherapy.us
Morgantown, West Virginia
304-291-2912

Specializing in early trauma, medical trauma, adoptions,
multiple traumas, self-harming behavior, depersonalization
Experienced team of trauma therapists
Outpatient short -term treatment for adults & children

Clients returned to referring therapist

Cost-Effective

Wa

Free online assessments

* 30+ hours of individual therapy per
week for 1 or 2 weeks (no grouPs)
* 1-2 hours of free phone consultations
post-treatment
* Alternative to hospital programs

ca!| d,ir*
u"b dra,rti

Location

*

on @ery page of the onl;ine magazine- The

ffi

Treatment

*'

letters@psychnehtorker.org,

or go to wuw-p ry chotherapynetzo orher. org.
htg in and you'll finil the comment section

Specialized
Training for
Mental Heatth
Clinicians &
Agencies

Outpatient Treatment for
Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder & Dissociation
A PROGRAM SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO
TREAT THAUMAS OF ALL TYPES

Tblt us uthat you think about this articlc

by e-mail at

issues,

Stne Andreas, M.A., has been karning,

Andreas's encouragement to find and
utilize inner resources, combined with
his implicit confidence in her ability to
overcome this challenge, Sarah's felt
sense of impending death is replaced
with a healthier expectation that good
things can come from a desire to learn
and a will to live.
The last point to address would be my
criticisms of this case. Unfortunately, I
have none to offer. Successful therapy

*

o/ Transformational Relationships arzd
the lead author of Hope & Resiliency.
Contact : hope@iamdrs hort. com.

her visit to him, and continued to be
pleased with the outcome when this
article was written. Because the client
is the ultimate iudge of whether the
therapist has succeeded in reducing
his or her suffering, all that I can say
is that it seems to have been a job

ic tasks, such as gesturing with her arrn,
closing her eyes to visualize past experiences, and dealing directly with the
piece of paper that had become a focal
point for her fears. She responds to his
instructions with cooperative compliance, thereby formalizing the alliance
and deepening her involvement in the

*
*
*

Erichson Institute of Phoenix. He's the author

is a psychological endeavor measured
by the client's subjective satisfaction
with what's occurred. According to
Andreas, Sarah was very Pleased with

Small, private clinic situated in the beautiful hills of West
Virginia
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